
UNIFORM POLICY 

Pine Middle School requires that all students wear school uniforms for the 2018-2019 school year. 

  

Why are students required to wear school uniforms? In reviewing research on school uniforms and looking at our own data, we feel the move has 

improved the climate of our school and reduces incidences of behavior related to dress, such as gang involvement, bullying and inappropriate sexual 

behavior.  We have seen evidence that this policy has helped our students resist peer pressure, concentrate on their studies, lower clothing costs for families, 

and helps identify non-students on campus. 

Students in violation of the uniform policy will be referred to the office for disciplinary action.  All violations will be documented in the student’s 

disciplinary file and parents will be notified. Appropriate disciplinary action will be taken with habitual offenders, as it becomes an issue of insubordination.  

 

REQUIRED TOPS: 

 PLAIN/SOLID black polo shirt with approved Pine logo on the upper right shoulder. 

 PLAIN/SOLID royal blue polo shirt with approved Pine logo in the upper right shoulder. 

 Black or Royal blue sweatshirts in one of these styles: hoodie, zip up or crew. Each will be adorned with the approved Pine logo. 

      Opt out shirt: PLAIN/SOLID Black polo shirt.  Shirt can have no more than one logo, if logo is present it must be smaller than 2 inches by 2 

inches 

   Opt out sweatshirt: PLAIN/SOLID black hoodie, crew or zip-up.  Sweatshirts can have no more than one logo, if logo is present it must be smaller 

than 2 inches by 2 inches 

 A shirt must be worn under sweatshirts at all times.  Shirt must follow WCSD guidelines for appropriateness.  If not wearing a school approved polo 

under sweatshirt, the sweatshirt cannot be taken off during school day 

 If an undershirt is worn it must be PLAIN/SOLID black or white. 

 All tops must be sized to fit; no oversized/undersized clothing allowed 

 Hair ties, rubber bands or ANYTHING to tie back a shirt will not be allowed. 

 Jackets/coats, mittens/gloves, caps/hats and scarves must be removed in the building and stored in lockers prior to entering classroom and office 

building. 

 Pine approved T-shirts can be worn on Fridays. 

 Pine Athletic/Club sweatshirts can be worn Monday – Friday. 

REQUIRED BOTTOMS: 

 PLAIN/SOLID Khaki or black jeans or Khaki/Uniform style pants. 

 PLAIN/SOLID Khaki or black shorts, or capris must be at least mid-thigh in length. 

 PLAIN/SOLID Khaki or black skirts must be at least mid-thigh in length; no mini-skirts. 

 All bottoms must be hemmed, free of holes and slits and cannot be rolled down at the waist and must be khaki or black in color. 

 All tops must be sized to fit; no oversized/undersized clothing allowed. 

 Jegging/legging/YOGA type pants that fit like spandex are not allowed. 

 Sweat Pants are not allowed 

SOCKS AND TIGHTS: 

 PLAIN/SOLID black tights can be worn with skirts- tights cannot be worn alone. 

 Lace or fish-net tights will not be allowed. 

BELTS: 

 If a belt is worn, it should be PLAIN/SOLID/NON Metal black, brown, white or khaki. 

 The tail of the belt may not extend more than three inches from the buckle. 

 Belt buckles and belts must be free of logos, brand names, etc.  

SHOES: 

 Shoe choice remains the discretion of students and their parents; however, the WCSD dress code guidelines remain intact.  

 Shoes with soles must be worn; no slippers.  

 All shoes requiring shoelaces must be laced and tied appropriately. 

ACCESSORIES:  such as jewelry and make-up will still be allowed in accordance with the WCSD dress code policy. 

 

*Any items not specifically covered by this policy shall fall in accordance with WCSD dress code policy and are subject to the review of the 

administration. 
 

Where can the uniform be purchased? 

*Polo’s and sweatshirts can be purchased on line at Kate’s Logos –  www.kateslogos.com or at the store at 1221 West 2nd Street, 

Reno, 89503 – Place orders on line anytime or purchase in store when open.  They have sample sizing in store and will exchange , 

however no returns.  They take credit cards is store but no checks are accepted. 

*Reasonably priced opt out polo shirts, black sweatshirts as well as the purchase location of black and khaki colored pants and shorts will be left to the 

discretion of students and their parents or guardians.  There are many reasonably priced options at stores such as Old Navy, Wal-Mart, Target, Sears, and 

JCPenney.  

 

Will there be financial assistance available for students who cannot afford to buy their own uniform? 

Yes, there will be assistance for students who are in need.  If you are in need of assistance with the cost of the uniform, please contact the counseling office 

at 689-2550.  Additionally, uniforms of students moving on have been donated and “recycled” for students.  

 

If you have any questions regarding the uniform policy, please contact the school at 689-2550. 

 

http://www.kateslogos.com/

